
Project Proposal and Goals 

1. Title of project, your name 

Tittle of Project: Bridge 

My name: Mei Hong Wu 

2. Estimated length of project 

Maybe around 3 minutes 

3. Primary medium(s) involved: (3D digital, 2D-digital, 2D traditional, stop-motion, etc) 

Medium: 2D-digital 

4. Log line (1 sentence) 

An isolated girl uses everything she found on the barren island to build a bridge, crossing the river to 

the wonderland. 

5. Theme 

Fighting for better life & confronting the inner fear 

6. Written premise, 1 paragraph 

 Abbie, the isolated girl who lives on a barren island alone, wants to move to the wonderland. Because 

she cannot swim and the current in the river is strong, Abbie tries to build a bridge to cross the river. She 

uses everything that she can use to build the bridge; however, when she almost reaches the wonderland, the 

usable materials are run out! Then, she decides to take risk to jump to the wonderland. Finally, she reaches 

to the wonderland. 

7. What event is at the very core and heart of this story / idea, that it could not be told without this event 

being present. 

 The event of Abbie’s struggling to jump or not to jump to the wonderland is the heart of this story. 

This part is the climax of the story; it mainly shows the character’s inner conflict and struggling, and how 

the character confronts her fear to reach her goal. 

8. Primary Character(s) Analysis 

a. Name: Abbie 

  Age: around 20 years old 



b. What is their role in the story 

  Role: protagonist 

c. Profile 

i. Who is my character as they start out 

-  Abbie is an unconfident girl, who is afraid of drowning and failure. 

ii. Who do I want them to be they as they finish 

-‐ She confronts her fear of drowning and becomes a person who dares to try. 

iii. Using the story’s THEME, identify your character’s MOTIVATION and GOAL. The 

GOAL has an internal and an external action associated with it. 

 Motivation: Abbie wants to confront her inner fear of drowning, getting rid of the isolated situation 

and starting a better life in the wonderland. 

 Goal: Abbie wants to use the limited materials to build a bridge, crossing the river to the wonderland. 

9. Attach some sample development images to the document, with brief identification labels. 

Sketches of character 

 

 



Sketch of environment: 

 

10. What skills do you have that are applicable to accomplishing this project’s set of tasks? 

-  2D animation skills; 

-  know how to use the softwares of After Effect, Premiere, TV Paint and Pro tools  

11. Skill(s) that need to be learned in order to make this project? 

-  time management 

-  more skills of character staging and storyboarding 

-  how to work effective 

-  sound design  

-  how to choose background music 

-  visual effect 

12. Your excitement about this project? 

-  This project is inspired from one of my dreams; it embodies my personal experience of struggling in the 

process of fighting for dream. I am excited to show my thinking and feeling in visual way. 



13. Your worry or concern about this project? 

-  I worry about my time management in this project; I am afraid that I cannot keep on the project’s 

production schedule and cannot finish the project on time. I am worried that the final output of the 

animation is not as good as I expected. My health problem is also the thing that I have to concern when I 

work on my project. 

14. What goals are important to involve in the production of this project? (technical, process, etc) 

-  I wish I would improve my animation skills to a high level in the production of this project. Improving 

my storytelling and storyboarding skills is also one of my goals in this project. Beside, learning how to 

work with the other and managing time effective are important goals for me to achieve in the production of 

this project. 

15. What goals do you have for yourself, specifically related to taking on this project? (why you are doing 

this project and what you want to accomplish by taking it on)  

-  This project is a reflection of my situation in the process of chasing my dream; it is an emotional 

expression from my heart. I want to use this story as an example to encourage myself and the others, who 

are struggling in their lives, to confront the difficulties in daily lives and fight for the better lives. 

16. What goals do you have for after you graduate? And how do you hope this project relates to that? 

-  I want to get a job in the field of animation. I hope that this project contains most of the skills and 

techniques, which I have learnt; and I wish this project would become my best work for my school years, 

helping me to get a job in animation production. 


